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Togee attracts star talent as it ramps up user acquisition 

#TogeeTechnologies          #Togee          #TogeeApp          #ExperienceTogether 

Togee Technologies announces the addition of three new advisors as it increases its reach and user-
acquisition across Europe. 

In the wake of new waves of winter lockdowns across Europe, Togee Technologies, in an effort to benefit 
from stay-at-home shopping, is beefing up its executive team of advisors as it increases user acquisition 
across the continent. 

The Togee app allows users to browse the internet together by sharing your mobile screen, communicating 
via voice and video calls, chat and doodling on the screen in real time. There has been a recent uptick in 
using the app for online shopping across a range of e-commerce platforms which Togee is looking to 
capitalise on in the future as more online transactions take place. Screen shares can also be recorded and 
saved as videos to post across social media which will help the viral spread of Togee. 

With fast-paced growth comes even faster changes and Togee Technologies is pioneering the way by 
bolstering its team with new experts Christian Resell, Ben Walker and Ted Nelson. 

Ben Walker, ex-Tinder Brand Manager, steps in as Chief Marketing Officer; having worked with other major 
brands including Uber and Nestlé. Christian Resell joins the advisory board; current CEO of Maze Interior, 
has previous experience as CEO of Svenssons i Lammhult, Management Consultant at McKinsey, among 
others, and as VP for Bubbleroom. Ted Nelson, joins the the advisory board; formerly CCO for Truecaller, 
with over 20 years of experience in building digital businesses, brings their aggregate knowledge in global e-
commerce and digital sales. 

E-commerce is growing astronomically and so the adaptation of new technologies to improve the online 
customer experience will determine who stays ahead and who gets left behind. Togee is the first and by far 
the most advanced technical solution on the market to enable shopping online together and co-browsing. 
Several companies have already signed on to use Togee as a plug-in service on their websites to allow their 
users to quickly invite their fellow peers or customer support to make shopping online social and fun. 

– With these expert additions to the team, I am optimistic that Togee will become a major player in the space 
between social and commerce, comments Daniel Diegelmann, CEO Togee Technologies 

Startup Togee Technologies has so far raised more than SEK 20 million in external capital. 
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Download Togee on the App Store here 

Download Togee on Google Play here 

For interview requests and additional press material, please contact: 

Theodor Smart Randquist 

theodor@togee.com 

+46 76-870 13 68 

Togee is the world's first mobile app for interactive screen sharing. The application makes it possible for 
multiple users to share their mobile screens whilst streaming video and audio, voice and video call, chat and 
doodle on top of any content in real time – simultaneously. Togee is developed by Stockholm-based startup 
Togee Technologies AB and is available on the App Store and Google Play. 

For more information, please visit: www.togee.com
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